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1. EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW 
The aim of this work is based on the development of a business plan focused on the creation 
of a new company which activity will be the commercialisation of football sports equipment in 
the province of Castellón. This idea arose from the need that a teenager had to buy some 
football boots when looking for a shop he could not find one that could satisfy his needs. From 
this need, Futdream was born, differentiating itself from the rest of the competitors by trying to 
offer the best personalized and professional service in the sale of quality football articles, 
thereby establishing itself in the sector. 
 
So a business plan has been established to serve as a starting point for this idea and at the 
same time analyse its financial viability. To begin with, a brief summary of the company will be 
given, as well as its mission, vision, values and competitive strategy. Afterwards, the type of 
business model will be established through its definition by the Canvas model. In turn, we will 
try to identify which factors can influence the way the company will develop by analysing the 
general environment through the PESTEL analysis and, on the other hand, the specific 
environment through Porter's 5 competitive forces model. A SWOT diagnosis will then be 
carried out to support the analysis of these factors. 
 
In order to define which is the path to follow by Futdream with the objective of positioning itself 
as the leading brand in the provincial sector, a Marketing Plan will be established to guide the 
actions to be implemented in order to achieve the objectives. Furthermore, a Human 
Resources Plan will be established through which it is expected to complete the work team. 
 
Finally, by establishing the economic-financial plan we will be able to know up to what point 
this project is viable and it will allow us to know what economic amount we will destine to each 
action to act this way in consequence towards the correct development of the same one. 
 
2. THE COMPANY. IDENTIFICATION, DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE 
BUSINESS IDEA 
Futdream was born as a young and modern company that focuses on the sale of sports 
products, more specifically the sale of football articles, through the traditional channel such as 
the use of a physical store. This shop will be located in the province of Castellón de la Plana, 
which will have a strong personality through which it will seek to differentiate itself from the 
rest of the brands, positioning itself as one of the best specialized companies in this type of 
products and wanting to be one of the references in the provincial sector. 
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2.1. Mission 
Futdream's mission is to be the best store in the province of Castellón for marketing base and 
amateur football equipment. 
 
2.2. Vision 
Regarding the vision, in Futdream, we want to be the reference company in the non 
professional football world at national level. 
 
2.3. Values 
In Futdream we are guided by the values that sport offers, such as emotions and feelings or 
effort, self-improvement, perseverance, equality, respect, sportsmanship, solidarity and 
comradeship. We believe in the illusion that is generated in the people who make up the world 
of sport, specifically in the world of football, so we can define ourselves as a family business 
through which we offer our customers an environment in which they can feel comfortable and 
in which we offer a friendly, close and professional manner. That is why we will establish our 
values in 6 different types: 
● Excellence and quality: both products and services offered must be of high quality in 
order to attract and consolidate our customers. 
● Transparency: as mentioned before, both the treatment received from customers and 
from the workers themselves must be transparent and close. 
● Loyalty: if we are loyal to our own team, we will also be loyal to our customers, so this 
will translate into more loyal customers. 
● Differentiation: we want our customers to count on us, so we must differentiate 
ourselves from our competitors. 
● Teamwork and communication: we encourage the participation of team members 
and a positive working environment, where communication between colleagues is 
constantly sought, taking into account the opinion of each employee at all times. 
● Respect: At Futdream we categorically reject any kind of discrimination, so we 
encourage tolerance and respect whether it be for age, disability, religion, race, etc. 
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2.4. Competitive strategy 
The competitive advantage cannot be seen by a company as a whole, but rather lies in the 
diversity of activities carried out by a company such as design or production. Therefore, 
competitive advantage can be defined as the ability of a company to create value for its 
customers or buyers (Porter, 1900). 
 
That is why the competitive strategy that Futdream will carry out will be the strategy of 
differentiation. Due to a great extent, to the fact that it wants to differentiate itself from its 
competition by offering products with a high quality and besides, to provide that added value 
for its customers that will make it position itself in a better way in the market as a consequence 
of the magnificent service that is expected to be offered. 
 
2.5. Market definition 
The target audience we are going to address is anyone who plays or likes to play football 
frequently, who is looking for elegant, flashy and extravagant boots but without giving up the 
comfort and well-being that can be generated by wearing them. In turn, we also address to 
organizations or public administrations whose objective is the health and the inclusion of the 
children in the sport, more specifically in football or that are in charge of joining the group of 
football players for the correct and normal development of their sport career as it is the case 
of the AFE1. 
 
It is necessary to divide in 2 groups which will be our target audience: 
● On the one hand, there are parents with a medium-high level of purchasing power, 
concerned about the health and well-being of their children, who watch over the correct 
development of their sporting careers, with the latter being integrated from 5 to 18 
years of age, the age at which they become adults. 
● On the other hand, there are people between 19 and 40 years old, the age at which 
most sportsmen and women tend to retire, with a medium-low level of purchasing 
power, with greater economic independence, who focus more on comfort than on the 
extravagance of boots. 
 
                                               
1 AFE: Asociación de Futbolistas Españoles. Association at the service of the collective of footballers 
of the clubs of Spain. 
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3. BUSINESS MODEL DESIGN 
3.1. Business model definition according to Canvas Model 
There is a belief that the best way to describe any business model is by dividing it into nine 
basic sections that reflect how a company generates revenue. These sections should cover 
the four main areas of a business such as customers, supply, infrastructure and economic 
viability (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2011). 
 
Therefore, the best used tool or methodology to add value to business ideas is "The Business 
Model Canvas" created by Alexander Osterwalder (Osterwalder, 2011). 
 
Next, each of these 9 sections is broken down into a brief description of each of them, just as 
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● Based on value. 
● Fixed costs. 
● Variable costs. 
Income structure 
● Sale of assets 
● Fixing according to the characteristics 
of the product. 
● Volume fixing. 
Source: Self-made 
 
3.1.1. Key partners 
Firstly, we will have to establish who our key partners will be, with whom we will seek to share 
our experiences, costs and resources. Through this type of collaboration we seek to optimize 
                                               
2 Information Technologies 
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the allocation of resources and activities by creating economies of scale, just as we seek to 
reduce the risk that is created in these types of uncertainty environments. 
 
Some of these key partners are: Club de Futbol San Pedro, Club Deportivo Castellón, 
Federación de Fútbol de la Comunidad Valenciana, Asociación de Futbolistas Españoles, 
Instalaciones Deportivas Chencho, Club de Fútbol Jubelama, Club de Fútbol Fomento 
Castellón and Club de Fútbol Balompédica La Cueva. 
 
3.1.2. Key activities 
In this section we will try to define the key activities that will give value to our brand through 
which we will define who we are today and who we want to be in the future. These are going 
to be necessary to create a value proposal, just as they are to reach the markets, establish a 
good relationship with the customer or to receive income. 
 
Our objective is not going to be more than to commercialize quality products, offering the best 
brands of football boots that adapt in the best way to the needs of the football players and, of 
course, to the needs of each type of field, whether it is artificial or natural grass. At the same 
time, our shop will offer a unique and personalized service, adapted to each type of customer 
by finding new solutions to individual problems that may arise to each one. 
 
3.1.3. Value proposal 
Regarding the value proposal, it is about describing those products or services that the 
company offers and that make you different from your competition, that is, it is just the 
combination of advantages that a company offers to its customers. 
 
Futdream is introduced in the market as something new, since there is no type of store that 
resembles the products and services it offers. Likewise, as mentioned before, the products 
and services it offers are adapted to the specific needs that arise in each type of customer, 
thus customising the service to the physical characteristics of each footballer. 
 
We offer an innovative service in the market, introducing something new in the provincial 
sector as it is the possibility that we give to the customer to receive a professional and 
personalized treatment, counting on the experience that our salesmen will offer thanks to their 
knowledge about this sport, since they will have practiced it or will continue practicing it. 
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3.1.4. Customer relationship 
In this part we try to establish the different types of relationships that our company will have 
with the whole of its customer segments. 
 
In Futdream's case, it will be an exclusive and personalized personal assistance in which a 
more intimate and deeper relationship with our customers is sought. The aim is to offer the 
possibility of satisfying any type of need that may arise and to try to ensure that you do not 
leave our shop without having found what you were looking for. 
 
3.1.5. Customer segments 
Once the relationship with the clients has been established, the group of people or entities 
that the company will mainly target will be defined. 
 
Futdream is going to focus on a niche market, more specifically on a specific segment whose 
need has not been very well attended. So it is going to focus on providing a unique and 
specialized service on the sale of quality football boots, which is practically non-existent in the 
province of Castellón. 
 
The customers to be served by Futdream will be divided into the 2 groups mentioned before 
in section 2.5 Market definition: 
● On the one hand, there will be base football players between 5 and 18 years old with 
parents with a medium-high level of purchasing power. 
● On the other hand, there are adult players between 19 and 40 years old, with a 
medium-low income. 
 
3.1.6. Key resources 
Here we are going to have to define which assets are going to be used as key resources and 
which means we are going to have. 
 
In terms of physical assets, Futdream will have the latest developments in Information 
Technology, where there will be a proper functioning of the infrastructure, storage and 
logistics, as well as have the latest generation computers that allow for example a complete 
monitoring of our orders. 
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The intellectual assets that will be used will be the existence of a database in which all the 
necessary information will be kept to ensure the loyalty of our customers, while at the same 
time trying to generate a need for branding by establishing a unique brand positioning in our 
customers to avoid possible leakage by the emergence of new competitors. 
 
On the other hand, Futdream will need qualified personnel with experience in this sector, so 
the role of human resources will be essential. This is why we will need employees with the 




At this point, the way in which the company will contact the different market segments will be 
defined, that is, how the contact between the company and its customers will be. 
 
Futdream will use its own direct channel, in which, as a retailer, it will commercialize the 
products it has previously acquired from a manufacturer or producer, such as Nike, Adidas or 
New Balance, through its physical store located in the center of Castellón de la Plana. 
 
The way in which information about our products and services will be made known will be in 
the same physical store, although it will also be done through the use of social networks such 
as Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. At the same time, a contact telephone number will also be 
provided, which can be found on any of these networks, where customers can make all kinds 
of complaints and suggestions. With the aim of improving our service, at the end of the service 
you will be asked a series of questions, as well as being given a brief questionnaire that you 
can fill in online. The delivery will be made in the same store at the same time if it is a direct 
purchase and with a maximum period of one week if the product is not available in stock. 
 
Finally, in order to build customer loyalty and ensure that they are satisfied with our service 
and after-sales service, there is a 6-month warranty on any product and a 1-year warranty on 
faulty products. 
 
3.1.8. Costs structure 
As far as the cost structure is concerned, we are going to define which costs are going to be 
incurred by the company. 
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The cost structure to be followed will be the value-based one, mainly because, as mentioned 
before, one of the tasks of the company is to be the main brand chosen in the minds of our 
consumers, so it is very important, especially at the beginning, not to spare any expenses. 
 
As with any other company, there are going to be two types of expenses at Futdream: 
1) On the one hand, there will be fixed costs such as the rent of the premises, personnel 
costs (salaries), the main investment of the installation and financial costs. 
2) On the other hand, there will be variable costs such as labor costs depending on the 
production, because if the production increases in great quantity we will have the need 
to hire more personnel, the commissions on sales that the salespeople will receive 
depending on the amount sold and the marketing costs in sponsorships that will vary 
depending on the size of the club to which it refers and the duration of the same. 
 
3.1.9. Income structure 
Finally, we will have to determine what our source of income will be, which we should know 
practically before starting the business. 
 
In the case of Futdream, the income will be generated through the sale of assets that will be 
produced by the sale of the property rights over a physical asset. Therefore, the revenue will 
mainly come from the level of sales that the company expects to generate. Thus, the business 
model will be that of revenues from transactions derived from one-time payments from 
customers. 
 
When the sale takes place in a physical store, there will be no credits with the customers and 
the method of price setting will be based on the characteristics of the product, since the price 
will vary according to the type of material used to manufacture it and the type of studs it will 
be made of, whether rubber or aluminium. Even though the method of fixing according to 
volume will also be used, since volume discounts will be given for the minimum purchase of a 




4. ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS 
In order to go deeper into the external factors that will influence the company, it is necessary 
to carry out an analysis of the specific and general environment. Firstly, it is important to know 
what the general environmental factors are that usually affect any organisation, so carrying 
out a PESTEL analysis will help to identify the most common trends (Johnson, Scholes & 
Whittington, 2006). 
 
Secondly, an analysis of Porter's 5 competitive forces model will be carried out in order to 
analyse what the specific environment will be. 
 
4.1. General environment analysis 
As mentioned before, a PESTEL analysis will be carried out, which is only a tool that will help 
us to try to analyse the different factors that can affect the correct functioning of our company. 
 
To know a little more about this analysis, it will be classified in 5 dimensions that will be 
developed next: 
 
● Political-legal dimension 
It should be pointed out the draft bill of the new sport law that the government has taken into 
consideration after the meeting held in the Council of Ministers on February 2, 2019. At that 
meeting, the objective was nothing more than to modernise the last law dating from 1990, 
almost 30 years before what is intended to be the new Sports Law. 
 
It is well known that the Spanish sports model has undergone a constant evolution due to the 
great changes that have taken place at present, where the practice of sports extends to a 
greater number of citizens, generating in them a social welfare and working as a tool for social 
cohesion. By means of article 43.3 of the Spanish Constitution, the mandate of physical 
education and sport is promoted to the public authorities and it is with the purpose of such 
compliance that the approval of this new Sports Law is sought. The time that has elapsed 
since the old Law 10/1990 of 15 October came into force prompts the legislator to make a new 
Sports Law compulsory, regulating all aspects that fall within the competence of the State. 
 
Some aspects that this draft law includes are the recognition of physical activity and sport as 
a right of all citizens, that is, to achieve equality within sport, since under the old law women 
were not recognized as professionals in sport and up until now, the growth of the role of women 
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in sport is more than visible without the legal system responding in the same way. In turn, the 
need for coordinated action between all public authorities is strongly established, and the 
Sports Sector Conference is therefore set up as a mediator between the General State 
Administration and the Autonomous Communities. 
 
It is extremely important to highlight what is set forth in Article 3, Guiding Principles, of the 
2019 Sports Law, which establishes the practice of sports in safe conditions, thus allowing the 
maintenance and improvement of individual physical condition and, at the same time, the 
prevention, control and eradication of all types of discrimination, violence, racism, xenophobia, 
intolerance in sports, discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, gender expression and 
sexual identity, consequently promoting fair play and citizen collaboration (Ministerio de 
Cultura y Deporte, 2019). 
 
● Economic dimension 
We see in the following graph (Graphic 1), that the Consumer Price Index in the province of 
Castellón is currently, in terms of year-on-year variation and measured by month, in the first 
month of 2020 at 1.5, that is, 1.6 points more than the last worst data recorded in September 
2019, which was at -0.1. 
 
Graphic 1. CPI. Interannual variation in Castellón (2018-2020) 
 
Source: INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) 
 
Currently, in the last quarter of 2019, the unemployment rate in Castellón stands at 14.29%, 
2.28 points higher than in the third quarter but as can be seen (Graphic 2), the unemployment 
rate has been decreasing as the years have gone by, so this is a very important data for the 




Graphic 2. Unemployment rate in Castellón (2016-2019) 
 
Source: INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) 
 
In contrast, we see that in a growing and positive way (Graphic 3) in the last quarter of 2019, 
the number of employed people, that is, the number of people who have a paid job or maintain 
a formal link with it in the province of Castellón has progressively increased to 242,800. 
Nothing to do with the worst numbers on record in the first quarter of 2017 (212,300), seeing 
an increase of almost 14.4% in less than 3 years. 
 
Graphic 3. Employed in Castellón (2016-2019) 
 
Source: INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) 
 
Finally, regarding the GDP at market prices in Spain, it currently stands at 1.8%, registered 
last year 2019 and consolidating a notable decrease in the Spanish economy that has 









Graphic 4. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at market prices in Spain (2017-2019) 
 
Source: INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) 
 
● Social dimension 
As we can see (Graphic 5), the current population in 2019 according to the National Institute 
of Statistics in the province of Castellón is 579,762, with 288,077 men and 291,885 women, 
that is, women outnumber men, although insignificantly. 
 
Graphic 5. Castellón population (2005-2019) 
 
Source: INE (Instituto Nacional de Estadística) 
 
Nevertheless, nowadays in Spain, there is still the belief that a woman who practices a high 
performance sport tends to become masculine because of a tendency to be a big and strong 
woman. There is also still the fact that certain sports are considered more masculine than 
others, thus attracting more men than women, as is the case with football, while there are 
others, on the contrary, that are seen as more feminine, as could be the case with artistic 
gymnastics or horse riding. This is basically due to the role of socialization and, consequently, 
to the gender stereotypes that are generated around each person about sport. Some of the 
factors that are more consistent in the creation of these are those produced through the social 
environment of each person influenced by family, friends, colleagues, etc. That is why the 
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existence of such negative stereotypes that translate into harm would lead to a reduction in 
social support for that person to practice a specific type of sport, so at that very moment 
situations of inequality are produced (Alto Rendimiento, 2012). 
 
Despite the fact that in today's society this type of situation continues to occur, it is more than 
notable the growing support that is being given from the most important institutions of sport in 
Spain, such as the Real Federación de Fútbol, as well as from the most important clubs, even 
at European level, through the social efforts that are being attempted from private initiative 
such as the case of Barcelona FC, Sevilla F.C., or Rayo Vallecano C.F. A clear example is 
the new Sports Law that is intended to be implemented, in which it is worth highlighting the 
recognition of women as professionals in sports such as football or the existence of aid and 
subsidies when suffering a pregnancy, which was previously unthinkable. 
 
● Technological dimension 
According to the forecasts made by the consultancy firm IDC Research Spain, there is 
optimism in technology investment in Spain over the next few years, where the growth in 
technology spending by companies in Spain will maintain a 2.1% increase until 2022, 
preventing Spanish companies from spending around 47,500 million euros this year on 
technology for their digital transformation (MuyCanal, 2019). 
 
In turn, it can be seen that, actually, the growth of technology and the use of the Internet offer 
an experience at the physical point of sale through a wide variety of channels that allow to 
provide customers with a feeling of satisfaction and comfort when making any purchase. The 
study carried out by Mood Media3 in a survey of more than 11,000 consumers in nine 
countries, from Australia, China, etc. even in Spain, showed that up to 80% of those surveyed 
respondent in Spain are guided by the sensation that the product gives them when they buy it 
in a physical store. At the same time, around 72 % of the Spanish people decide to buy some 
product as a consequence of the appearance of some discount or promotion, which motivates 
them to buy. In addition, 90 % say that some positive emotion is generated in their body as a 
reaction to listening to music in a store, as well as almost 47 % feel frustrated when finding a 
long queue or as a result of the existence of a very saturated atmosphere (González, 2017). 
 
● Ecological dimension 
Royal Decree 486/1997 of 14 April 1997 (Boletín Oficial del Estado, 97, 23 April 1997), which 
establishes the minimum health and safety requirements in the workplace, sets out the 
                                               
3 Mood Media: a company that specialises in improving the shopping experience for customers. 
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minimum conditions that must be met in a workplace. This decree considers a workplace as: 
"the areas of the workplace, whether built or not, in which workers must remain or to which 
they may have access by reason of their work". The entrepreneur must ensure the safety and 
health of his workers by taking the measures deemed necessary so that the use in his 
workplace does not generate any type of risk. Furthermore, in accordance with Article 18 of 
the Prevention of Occupational Risks, he must ensure that his workers and their 
representatives have the necessary and suitable information on the preventive and protective 
measures to be taken. So, some of the conditions that are compulsory in closed workplaces 
are some of the following: 
● The temperature of the premises where sedentary office or similar work is carried out 
shall be between 17 and 27 ºC. 
● The temperature of premises where light work is carried out shall be between 14 and 
25 ºC. 
● The relative humidity shall be between 30 and 70 per cent, except in premises where 
there are risks due to static electricity, where the lower limit shall be 50 per cent. 
 
At the same time, Royal Decree 487/1997 of 14 April 1997 (Boletín Oficial del Estado, 97, 23 
April 1997), which lays down the minimum health and safety provisions for the manual 
handling of loads involving risks, particularly to workers' backs, maintains that the 
entrepreneur must provide training and information on the most correct way of handling loads 
and the risk they may run if they do not do so. Such information should include general 
indications and details of the weight of the loads and, where the contents of the packaging are 
off-centre, their centre of gravity or the heaviest side. 
 
4.2. Specific environment analysis 
As for the specific environment, it is important to know the competition, that is, the group of 
companies that produce the same or similar types of goods or services, therefore it is essential 
to study which are the forces that will determine what the competitiveness within the sector is. 
So, we will try to identify which are the forces that intervene in the industrial sector through 
Porter's model of the 5 competitive forces. 
 
Before starting, it is essential to define the main elements that influence the study of this model. 
These elements are the following: 
1. Direct competitors: these are the group of companies that offer the same product or 
service on the market. 
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2. Customers: these are the set of final buyers who are going to buy our products and 
services. 
3. Suppliers: the group of companies that will be in charge of providing all the materials 
and supplies necessary for us to carry out our activity, which is the sale of products. 
4. Substitute products: these are only those products that may appear and satisfy the 
same need that our products already satisfy in the market. 
5. Potential competitors: are those companies that do not belong to our sector but have 
the capacity to compete at any time. They must be constantly vigilant, because even 
though they do not belong to our market, if they do, it could mean serious problems for 
the company. 
 
Once the main components have been analysed, we will go on to define what the 5 forces to 
be analysed will be, using the following figure (Figure 1): 
 




● Threat of new competitors 
The development of this business idea arises through the identification of a need that is 
currently practically non-existent, so it is unlikely, for the moment, the appearance of new 
competitors. However, it is true that the entry of new competitors is largely due to the type and 
level of entry barriers that exist in the sector, since the entry of new companies would lead to 
an increase in the productive capacity of the sector and, consequently, if a company has higher 
than average profits, this will provoke the interest of a greater number of investors and, 
therefore, increase competition. So, there are few barriers to entry in the sector, which means 
that the fewer there are, greater threat in the emergence of new competitors, so being a sports 
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marketing company, the potential threat in the emergence of new competitors is very high, 
since the sale of this type of products is generally free. 
 
● Threat of substitute products 
There is a possibility that competitors may offer substitute goods that have the same functions 
as our products. This is a serious problem for the company and a great threat to the industry 
if they do so at a lower price and with higher product performance and quality. This is why we 
must be more vigilant about the possible existence of substitute products that can replace our 
products on the market, which could lead to a significant drop in our market share. 
 
This is a quite developed sector nowadays, with the existence of an infinite number of products 
with a lower price and a performance capable of satisfying the needs of our consumers, so we 
have to pay special attention. In our company, we want to offer quality products at a good 
price by offering the best service, which generates an added value to the product that has to 
be paid for, that is why we have to be careful, because there is the possibility of the 
appearance of a substitute product with a competitive price and, in addition, the clients will 
tend to lean towards the new substitute product if the quality and performance are more 
prominent than the product they are using. 
 
● Bargaining power of customers 
The existence of few customers who demand the majority of sales in the sector and the fact 
that they agree among themselves on what price they are willing to pay for a product is a great 
threat for the company, since they can demand more and therefore have more bargaining 
power. On the contrary, the existence of a large number of customers reduces the bargaining 
power they may have simply because more customers will be willing to pay for the price 
stipulated and therefore have less capacity to make demands. 
 
Focusing on our company, given that the possibility of acquiring the products we offer in our 
sector in the province of Castellón is absent or practically non-existent, this means that the 
bargaining power that customers will have is medium-low due to the mere fact that there are 
few companies that are dedicated to the commercialization of this type of product. In this way, 
we have a great advantage but this does not mean that the company is not obliged to 
constantly improve and innovate in order to stand out from our competition. 
 
● Bargaining power of suppliers 
To a large extent, suppliers have the ability to define the positioning that a company may have 
in the market as a result of their bargaining power with the company to which they supply their 
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products. This power will depend exclusively on the following three aspects: market conditions, 
other suppliers in the market and the importance of the product they distribute. If the product 
they offer is standard and there are a large number of suppliers offering the same product and 
making it easily available, this power will be decreased. However, if the product is scarce in 
quantity and quality and there are a large number of buyers who need the product, the 
bargaining power of the suppliers will increase. As far as our company is concerned, in our 
sector there is a great concentration of large suppliers such as world-class companies like 
Adidas, Nike, New Balance, Puma and many others. In turn, there is a large number of 
differentiated products that have a great impact, increasing and even improving the quality of 
the good, so we can say that the bargaining power of suppliers is medium-low. 
 
● Existing competitors 
We could say that this is one of the most important parts of Porter's competitive forces, in 
which all companies take a series of actions to try to strengthen their position in the market, 
just as they try to protect their competitive position with respect to their closest rivals. This type 
of rivalry will cause certain differences to exist between competitors depending on the 
profitability obtained by each one. 
 
So as competing companies in the province of Castellón we find other brands of products for 
athletes who commercialize articles related to football such as Sprinter, Décimas, Nike Factory 
Store Castellón, Decathlon Castellón and esport2. 
 
It is evident the existence of a great rivalry between competitors, although Futdream differs 
from them by focusing only and exclusively on the commercialization and specialization of 
football articles, which makes it different and special from its rivals. 
 
Regarding the provincial level of competitors we can observe the following: 
 
 
Description: Spanish brand that defines itself as a meeting place for people who live 
sportingly. They offer complements and materials for the practice of many sports, from running 
to football or paddle, among others. They offer a wide range of products from leading sports 
brands, with some models of these brands designed exclusively for them. 
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Experience: born in 1995 in Valencia, so it has 25 years of experience, has managed to 
expand throughout the country surpassing more than 100 physical stores and currently has 
more than 2600 employees. 
Target audience: all those people who get up in the morning, take their children to school, 
work 8 hours and return home to go running and also for women who manage to find time to 
go to the gym, as well as for people who choose comfort when dressing. 
Result for the fiscal year: 6,675,683 € (Sprinter's result in all of Spain). 
Prices compared to Futdream: this brand's products are significantly cheaper than those 
commercialized by Futdream (see table 2). 
Product portfolio: very large. 
Web: https://www.sprintersports.com/ 
 





Description: sports chain that started out in the sector as a wholesale distributor of sporting 
goods of major brands. They offer the best brands in the sector, just as they have several of 
their own brands with a wide range of textile products, footwear and accessories. 
Experience: it was founded in 1985 and soon expanded internationally, reaching today more 
than 300 stores in Spain and several stores in France, Portugal, Romania and Poland. 
Target audience: all types of public. 
Result for the fiscal year: 10,117,319 € (Result of Décimas in Spain). 
Prices compared to Futdream: Décimas commercializes all kinds of sports products but 
does not focus on football, even highlighting the lack of football related products for women, 
so that prices are relatively lower than those of Futdream (see table 2). 
Product portfolio: very large. 
                                               
4 SABI: Sistema de Análisis de Balances Ibéricos. Exclusive web tool that allows you to easily and 













Description: it is an American multinational company, which defines itself as a collaborative 
matrix organization in which the members of the teams that make up the company are divided 
into 2 areas: geography and global function. Their objective is to bring inspiration and 
innovation to all athletes around the world and they also offer footwear, clothing and equipment 
products. They develop sustainable products and innovate with new materials in order not to 
compromise on sustainability, style, and performance. 
Experience: it was officially born as Nike Inc. in 1971, becoming, nowadays, the official 
sponsor of many athletes and sports teams all over the world. Nike has more than 500 
locations worldwide with offices in more than 45 countries such as China, Taiwan, etc. until 
Philippines or Malaysia. 
Target audience: all athletes. 
Result for the fiscal year: no information. 
Prices compared to Futdream: Nike Factory commercializes products that have been 
produced by themselves, so prices will be very high and similar to those of Futdream (see 
table 2). 








Description: is a French company with a strong commitment to innovation from research and 
development to sales that seeks to grow in an environmentally responsible manner. They 
themselves are designers, manufacturers and distributors of their own products, which allows 
them to review their pricing policy and the quality of their products. 
Experience: it was born in 1976 in the north of France and opened its first store in Spain in 
1992 having today access to more than 110 sports disciplines and having more than 90.000 
employees from more than 80 nationalities. 
Target audience: all those passionate sportsmen and women. 
Result for the fiscal year: 96,667,349 € (Decathlon's overall result). 
Prices compared to Futdream: the prices of the products commercialized by Decathlon are 
slightly lower than those of Futdream (see table 2). 










Description: 100% Spanish company that offers top quality sports equipment through a 
professional and personalised service for each of its customers that commercialises products 
of all types from football to trekking, etc. 
Experience: it was created in 1991 in Vila Real (Castellón), so it has 29 years of experience 
that have allowed it to become the leading company in the sector in the province of Castellón. 
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Target audience: athletes who practice all types of sport. 
Result for the fiscal year: 4.844€ 
Prices compared to Futdream: no information on the prices of its products is available on its 
website. 
Product portfolio: very large. 
Web: http://esport2.es/ 
 




Table 2. Price comparison between competitors 
PRODUCT/B
RAND 
MATRIX       
BOOTS 220 € 49,99 € 49,99€ 290€ 99,99€ - 
GLOVES 80 € 79,99€ - - 59,99€ - 
BALLS 150 € 37,60€ 34,99€ - 14,99€ - 
SHIN PAD 40 € - 24,99€ - 24,99€ - 
Source: Self-made 
 
5. SWOT ANALYSIS 
A SWOT analysis is a management tool that is responsible for facilitating the strategic planning 
process, providing the information considered essentially necessary for effective 
implementation of actions and corrective measures for proper decision making. In order to 
develop a complete analysis of it, it is necessary to select the Weaknesses, Threats, Strengths 
and Opportunities that allow us to know the current situation of the company in the market, 
where factors such as economic, political, social and cultural factors that may help or put at 
risk the mission of the company should be taken into account (Olivera & Hernández, 2011). 
 
In order to position itself as a leading company in the sector, Futdream must identify these 
factors that will allow it to anticipate any possible deviations that the company may have 
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regarding its objectives. Firstly, an external analysis must be carried out, examining the threats 
that may arise from Futdream's production capacity, which could jeopardize its position in the 
market, just as the possible opportunities that may arise thanks to various positive factors that 
would allow it to grow and improve as a company. Secondly, we should carry out an internal 
analysis by identifying the weaknesses and strengths that would allow it to generate a 
competitive advantage or disadvantage with respect to its competitors. 
 




5.1. External analysis 
5.1.1. Threats 
● High competition from online retailers. With the growth of new technologies and the 
important weight that Internet has nowadays, in the sector of sale of sports articles 
there are a great number of companies that sell their products both on-line and in their 
physical stores, where you can find all kinds of articles and at very affordable prices. 
● Competitors with a lot of experience in the sector. It is important to highlight the 
existence of competitors who have a lot of experience in the sector, which means that 
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they are more specialized and therefore have the possibility of knowing how to react 
to possible changes in the market. 
● Cheaper production costs of our competitors. Many of our competitors 
manufacture their own products, so the costs of manufacturing and purchasing 
materials are much cheaper. This supposes a great threat to our company, as it allows 
them to sell products at a lower cost and therefore allows consumers to choose to buy 
products at a more affordable price. 
 
5.1.2. Opportunities 
● Increased purchases in physical stores. In spite of the growth that e-commerce is 
currently having, it does not generate a decrease in the consumption that Spaniards 
have in physical stores. It has been demonstrated, thanks to the study carried out by 
PWC5, that the percentage of consumers who go to buy, at least once a week, from a 
physical store in Spain during the last four years has increased from 40% to 48% 
(Economia3, 2019). 
● Inclusion of women in the world of sport. It is well known the new role that women 
are having in the world of sport, which is intended to be magnified thanks to the 
stipulation of the new Law on Sport that aims to recognize women as professionals in 
sport, which until today was not recognized. This means an increase in the number of 
women who are joining this sport modality such as football. 
● Increase in retail sales of sports equipment. The increase in consumption 
behaviour, the boom in sports practice, besides the increase in the use of sports shoes 
for the practice of other activities, has meant that, according to INFORMA's DBK Sector 
Observatory, the turnover of sports material retail companies will exceed 5,100 million 
Euros in 2018, which means an increase of 5.4% with respect to the previous year 
(Aquora, 2019). 
● Loyal consumers. In this type of sector, and more specifically in the sports equipment 
sales sector, consumers are loyal, so this can be an opportunity since if we do a good 
job and offer them the best service they expect to receive, they will take it into account, 
value it and, consequently, buy from us again. 
 
                                               
5 PWC: is the largest professional services firm in the world. 
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5.2. Internal analysis 
5.2.1. Weaknesses 
● New company in the sector. Due to the fact that this is a newly created company, 
consumers will not have any information about our company, so the customers who 
are most loyal to our competitors will remain so and, therefore, it will be very difficult to 
try to convince them to stop buying from companies that have already been established 
for many years in the sector 
● The customer requires a lot of quality at a good price. The fact that there are more 
customers in the market can be a weakness for the company, considering that today, 
the consumer has become very demanding, so he has a greater power of decision and 
demands not only a product that is cheap, but also a good quality one. 
● Inexperience in business management by the management. This is a recently 
created company where the founding partner is a young entrepreneur with little 
experience in managing a company, so this can be a weakness for it. 
● High initial investment. Like any other company, a high initial investment is required 
to accumulate the necessary amount to start operating the company. 
 
5.2.2. Strengths 
● Direct contact with the customer. One of the aspects in which Futdream aims to 
stand out is the direct and personalized contact with the customer, with the objective 
that every customer leaves the store satisfied knowing that they are leaving with the 
product they had come to buy. And not only that, but also an ideal after-sales service 
that allows the customer to solve any type of impediment or problem in a very short 
period of time. 
● Project and trained personnel driven by people with links and contacts in the 
world of football. There is no better way to enter the football market than to have a 
project promoted by a single founding partner who has played football for many years, 
which means that he has a strong link with the football world and as a consequence 
has been able to acquire contacts that can be of help. As mentioned in other sections, 
it is hoped to have highly qualified personnel who have acquired certain knowledge 
about the world of football but who have also played the sport. 
● A product offer that is very different from the rest of the existing offer in the 
market. Nowadays, customers not only demand quality in their products, in addition 
they want a unique and personalized service that meets their needs, so, unlike the rest 
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of the competitors, in Futdream we offer products that have a superior quality 
compared to the products offered by other companies. 
● Location of the store to have greater visibility and presence in the market. The 
shop, which will be located in the centre of Castellón, will be the main focus of visibility 
for our customers, as it is in an ideal location for customers from all over the province, 
which will be a great strength for the company. 
● Collaboration with the footballer Pau Torres. As we will explain later, the company 
will carry out a collaboration with the professional and international football player with 
the absolute Spanish football team Pau Torres. 
 
6. MARKETING PLAN 
We can understand marketing as the business philosophy that focuses primarily on the 
customer. That is why it is essential for the company to be able to identify the needs of its 
customers, as well as to have the capacity to design and develop offers that are in line with 
these needs and, furthermore, to be able to bring them closer to and transmit them in a useful 
way to its market. So, a marketing plan has the need to define a series of marketing policies 
that allow it to be implemented and that, in turn, allow it to achieve the objectives previously 
set by the company and its mission (Monferrer, 2013). 
 
Firstly, we must try to identify where we are by carrying out an analysis, which has been able 
to be defined beforehand thanks to the PESTEL analysis, of Porter's 5 forces and the 
respective SWOT analysis, carried out in the previous point. 
 
6.1. General objectives 
Next, once the diagnosis has been made, we can try to establish where we want to go, that 
is, list the objectives with which we will try to improve the company. 
 
Hence, the marketing objectives that Futdream will try to accomplish will be the following: 
1. Achieve a 25% market share by 2020. 
2. Drive forward the brand image, increasing the number of followers in social networks 
by 2000 % by the end of 2020. 
3. Encourage shop assistants to sell at least 50 % of the products available in stock 
through bonuses and commissions on sales by the beginning of 2021. 
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6.2. Strategies to be followed by the company 
Having established the objectives to be achieved, we will proceed to establish the strategies 
that will be carried out to fulfil these objectives. 
 
The first two objectives (achieve a 25% market share and drive forward brand image) will be 
linked to each other. Since this is a recently created company and therefore new to the sector, 
there is a need to make a fairly significant marketing effort to make the brand known at a 
provincial level and thus reach a larger number of potential customers. So, in order to promote 
the image of the brand, an agreement will be reached with the professional footballer 
belonging to the first team of Villarreal C.F. and, player of the Spanish national football team, 
Pau Torres, born in Villareal, as well as the collaborations that are going to be had with clubs 
such as C.F.San Pedro, C.D.Castellón, etc., just as with sports organisations such as the AFE. 
At the same time, the official website of the shop will also be created so that the most curious 
can see what range of products we have or if the type of product or size they are looking for 
is available. 
 
On the other hand, in order to carry out the third objective ( encourage the sale of at least 50 
% of products in stock) a series of bonuses and commissions will be offered to each worker 
at the end of each month depending on their level of sales, which will be intended to increase 
the employee's motivation, just like to evaluate their performance and service to the customer. 
 





6.3. Marketing mix actions 
Once we have defined and established which are the strategies that the company is going to 
carry out, we will proceed to identify how the actions that we are going to carry out will be 
implemented and the tools that we are going to use in order to fulfill the objectives previously 
established in our marketing plan. To do this we will accomplish 4 types of actions that are 
known as the "4 Pes": Product, Price, Promotion and Place. 
 
Regarding the actions to be carried out on the product, Futdream wishes to satisfy all its 
customers' needs, so it has decided to encourage its employees with the objective of 
motivating them and offering our customers the best service. This is why, for every item sold, 
each employee will receive a 2% commission. At the same time, the employee who achieves 
a minimum sale of 100 sports articles at the end of the month will receive a bonus of 300. 
Likewise, the products that Futdream is going to commercialize are going to be of unique 
brands such as Nike, Adidas, Puma, New Balance and Joma, which is going to make it easier 
for the brand to cover all the products, considering that it has prestige, besides that it will help 
us to have less expenses in publicity and promotion. This will help us sell over half of all 
products in stock. 
 
As far as the price is concerned, this will vary according to the quality of the product and the 
brand. That is why the football boots will vary according to the product range, whether it is a 
basic, medium, high or premium range. Regarding the basic range, the sales price of the boots 
will fluctuate between 60 and 80 €, the medium range will cost from 80 to 150 €, the high range 
will be priced between 150 and 180 € and, finally, the premium range will change between 
180 and 220 €. With regard to the price of gloves, this will be cheaper in comparison to boots, 
ranging from 30 to 80 €. The material with which the balls have been manufactured, will define 
a price between 25 and 150 €. To finish, the price of the shin pads will also vary according to 
the size with a price that can go from 25 to 40 €. The price that these products are going to 
have will be very high with respect to the one that has the rest of competitors but the fact to 
have a very selective and limited range of products will cause that the clients associate these 
articles with products of the highest quality. 
 
With respect to promotion, several actions will be carried out. First of all, there will be a 
partnership with the previously mentioned footballer Pau Torres. The purpose is to supply the 
Valencian citizen with the products commercialized by our company that Pau will exhibit in his 
social networks with the aim of attracting the greatest possible number of clients. Secondly, a 
collaboration agreement has been established with several clubs of the province such as 
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C.D.Castellón, C.F.Jubelama, etc. by which the players who come to buy in our shop will have 
a 15% discount on all our articles. Likewise, a sponsorship agreement has been established 
with C.F.San Pedro and C.F.Balompédica La Cueva through which the corporate logo of our 
company will appear in the central part of the official shirt of the club in all its categories. In 
addition, it has been agreed to collaborate with the Chencho Sports Facilities for the 
organization of several provincial football tournaments where our products will be exhibited 
and we will have direct contact with some buyers. Finally, at Futdream we are very committed 
to sport, encouraging the neediest people to have the necessary resources to practice it, so 
we are committed to donate all the products that are not sold at the end of the year in our store 
to the AFE with the commitment and responsibility that they are in charge of distributing them 
to the neediest people. With all this, we intend to gain market share with respect to our 
competitors in order to introduce ourselves into the market, just like we intend that the number 
of followers in all our social networks will increase exponentially during this year, as we can 
see in the following point in table 4. Social networks analysis and forecasting. 
 
To finish, regarding the place, the company's official account will be created on Instagram, 
Facebook and Twitter. Similarly, we will develop the official website of the store, which will be 
available for both computer and mobile device or tablet, and will serve as an information point. 
On this page, all the products that the company commercializes will appear, in the same way 
that the client will be able to observe if the corresponding article is available in stock in the 
physical store, what price that article has and if its size is available. The purpose of this is, first 
of all, making sure that the customer has the certainty and security that the product is available 
in stock and, secondly, making the purchase process faster and easier. 
 
6.4. Budget and control 
6.4.1. Budget 
As will be established later in the part of the Financial Plan, we can see that a capital 
contribution by the partners of 60,000 € will be made, with which it is intended to undertake 
the necessary investment to make the project viable. That is why the total amount of the 
budget that will be destined to be able to carry out the previously established objectives will 




For the partnership that is going to be established with the football player Pau Torres, this is 
going to mean an expense in kind. Futdream, will provide you with some products that we will 
commercialize in our store valued in 1.100 €, which will be the price of sale to the public, that 
is, what it will cost us to buy the products from our distributors. 
 
With respect to collaborations, this will not involve any cost for the company, but the fact of 
establishing a discount rate will generate an increase in our sales and therefore our profits. 
 
As regards sponsorship, Futdream will make a generous contribution of 2,000 € to each club 
(in total it will be 4,000 €), in exchange for all the teams of each club wearing the brand logo 
on their shirts, assuming in that amount the costs of printing them. 
 
The events and experiences will serve as an attraction for our clients, since we will be able 
to expose our products directly with the objective of capturing their attention, which will not 
suppose any type of expense for our company. 
 
In reference to the donations, this is not going to suppose any type of initial expense for the 
company, but rather it is going to be an unknown loss for the moment, which will occur in the 
future and therefore it is not expected to generate any type of benefit. 
 
To conclude, in the creation of the social networks, just like the web page, it is intended to 
incur expenses that will mean about 500 euros for the company. 
 
6.4.2. Action control 
Once the budget to be allocated to our marketing plan has been defined, the planning and set 
of actions and activities to be carried out throughout the year 2020 will be presented. 
 
First of all, the first action to be carried out will be the partnership with the footballer Pau 
Torres. To begin with, a photographic report will be made in January which we will later use 
as publicity in our shop, just like on our web page. At the same time, a video will be made in 
which he will appear explaining who we are and what we sell, which he will have to share in 
his social networks. Already in April, he will be invited to attend the I Futdream Tournament 
that the company will organize in the Chencho Sports Facilities. As a result, in August, with 
the new season underway, he will upload a promotional video of the new collection. To finish, 
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in December, he will have to upload another video informing about the discounts of the 
Christmas campaign. 
 
Secondly, the second action will be related to the collaborations with the different football 
clubs. Our executive director will visit all the clubs' sports facilities during the month of January 
to explain to the players the discounts and promotions to which they will have access. At the 
end of the current season, a new meeting will be established in May with the different directors 
of the clubs, to try to renew the collaboration agreement. Having renewed that collaboration 
and starting the new season, in August, the executive director will again explain the 
advantages of the agreement. 
 
Action nº 3 will be carried out with regard to the sponsorship of the football clubs, where a 
formal meeting will be established in January with the directors of the C.F.San Pedro and the 
C.F.Balompédica La Cueva, to try to negotiate the terms and conditions of said sponsorship. 
Once the agreement has been established, the printing of the shirts of both clubs will begin, 
which will be distributed immediately once they are finished. At the end of the season, we will 
proceed to hold another meeting with the directors to establish the automatic renewal of the 
sponsorship or, if not, the total cancellation of the agreement. Our executive director, just like 
with the collaborations, will carry out an informative event to both clubs as a reminder of the 
discounts and promotions. 
 
The events and experiences, which will form part of action nº 4, will be carried out by means 
of a previous agreement with the Chencho Sports Facilities which will cede us these facilities 
for their exploitation on the condition that we receive a certain percentage of the income in 
exchange. The tournaments organized by Futdream are scheduled for Easter (April), in 
summer (July) having finished the season and at Christmas (December). 
 
Regarding the donations to be made by Futdream, that is, in action nº 5, a meeting will be 
held in January where the guidelines to be followed by the AFE will be established. Our 
executive director will visit the Official Facilities of the AFE, in its headquarters in Madrid, to 
know first hand the Spanish footballers that they protect and the situation in which they are. 
Before the end of the year, making an inventory of the products that we believe are not going 
to be sold or that are not in condition to be sold legally, towards the month of November all 
the sports material that Futdream will donate to the AFE will be distributed. Afterwards, at 




The action nº6 and nº7 that will consist of the creation of the social networks, just like the 
official web page, is expected for the 15th of January, coinciding with the sales, date in which 
we hope that it will have a great reception among our users. With respect to the social 
networks, a strict control of the content to be published will be maintained, being merely 
informative and explanatory and always trying to advertise our products, being analyzed the 
evolution of the followers at the end of the year. On the other hand, the number of visits and 
transactions that will be made on our website will be controlled with the aim of improving and 
correcting possible incidents that may occur in the coming year 2021. 
 
Below, all the events of which Futdream will be part can be observed, waiting for some more 
to be made official during the course of the year. 
 




Due to the fact that this is a recently created company, so we do not have users that can know 
our company and since during this year we are going to receive the promotion of Pau Torres, 
it had been estimated an increase in the social networks of 2000 % but having dedicated an 
exhaustive analysis and observing the possibilities that offer nowadays the social networks, 
we believe that the numbers of growth that can be reached can be much bigger. 
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❏ Through Twitter, a more direct contact with the customer is allowed, where the tone is 
more rational than Facebook, for example. On Twitter, the message is restricted to a 
certain number of characters, which means that information of an informative nature is 
predominant by means of illustrations and images, so we hope to increase the number 
of followers6 by 7,550 %. 
❏ Instagram is a social network that allows companies the opportunity to strengthen their 
brand with the aim of bringing it closer to its audience, in which the images become 
more important, so we believe that this social network can have a greater impact on 
today's society, that is, we expect to reach the figure of 11,300 followers in 2021. 
❏ Facebook is, today, the social network with the highest number of active users, which 
allows us to build loyalty and help our customers through a closer and more emotional 
tone of communication. It is focused more on communication with users and followers 
by companies, so we believe it is appropriate to increase the number of people who 
like our page by 4,300 %. 
 




7. HUMAN RESOURCES PLAN 
Before starting to establish more formally how the Human Resources planning is going to be 
developed, that is, the need of the company to have employees with the necessary and 
required competences in their job to achieve the objectives successfully, we are going to 
                                               
6 follower: It means a person who has a strong interest in something. 
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proceed to determine which is the organization chart of the hierarchical structure of the 
company, as we can see in the following image (Image 7). 
 




7.1. Position design 
Knowing that this is a recently created company, it is essential to establish a professional and 
very well trained team, to avoid the possibility of any impediment or error that the team cannot 
solve as quickly as possible. That is why we will try to design which are the vacant positions 
or tasks that each employee will have to perform (Tena et al., 2014). 
 
Firstly, we are going to divide the positions into several levels according to the importance that 
each one has within the company, as we will explain below: 
● Level 1: 
○ Executive/Commercial Director. The first level of the organization chart will 
be formed by the sole founding partner of the company, who will have greater 
responsibility and will be concerned with the fulfillment of the objectives. His 
role will be to effectively manage, ensure the safety of its employees, as well 
as supervise their performance, control budgets and coordinate all activities of 
the company. At the same time, he will also carry out the function of 
Commercial Director, so he will be in charge of establishing the sales objectives 
and supervising their achievement, coordinating the whole sales area and its 
performance, as well as being in charge of the Human Resources part by 
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recruiting, selecting and training the staff that the company will have at its 
disposal later on. 
 
● Level 2: the second level will be made up of the 3 areas or departments that will be 
responsible for supporting the work or functions of the Executive/Commercial Director. 
○ Administration Area. This area or department will serve as a reinforcement, 
so some of the functions to be performed will be to carry out administrative 
procedures, collections and payments from customers and suppliers, attend 
and receive customers by phone and assist in the accounting management of 
the Executive Director. 
○ Sales Area. As for the Sales Area or Department, this is a fundamental part of 
this company, because the main activity is to sell the products in our store, so 
some of the functions that will have to be carried out will be to follow up and 
control the sales activities continuously, as well as to try to check if the service 
has been satisfactory for the customer. This department will be supervised by 
the Commercial Director, who will be in charge of its control at all times. 
○ Marketing Area. This Area or Department will be very important for our 
company, so some of the functions that will be carried out will be those of 
investigating the market and our competition, planning and developing the 
marketing strategies that we will carry out, how our sales promotion will be 
carried out or how the communication will be. The supervision of the activities 
that will be carried out in this area will also be led by the Commercial Director. 
● Level 3: this level will be for the lower level employees, that is, those who will have a 
closer contact with our potential customers. The establishment of the jobs will vary 
exponentially, depending on the level of sales expected to be achieved at the end of 
the year during the next 3 years. 
○ Administrative. Within the area of Administration we will find the figure of the 
Administrator who will be in charge of carrying out each and every one of the 
functions that will have to be performed in this position. This position will not be 
vacant until the second year of activity of the company. 
○ Salesperson 1/2. The Sales Department is one of the most important inside 
our company, so it will be necessary the existence of 1 salesperson during the 
first 2 years of activity and following the forecast of our sales it is expected to 
hire a second salesperson from the third year on, whose functions will be the 
ones mentioned above. 
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The date of incorporation of each employee will be carried out automatically, once the 
selection process has been completed. 
 
Secondly, in the case of salespeople, we will stipulate the profile that we at Futdream believe 
any salesperson working for us should have, which will be drawn up on the basis of three 
specific features or criteria: 
● Personal features: every salesperson should be in good physical shape and in good 
health. At the same time, he or she must have a positive attitude towards problems 
that may arise and must know how to adapt to a correct management of change. 
● Professional features: At Futdream, we want our salespeople to be willing to work as 
a team so that there is fluid and clear communication. They should also possess skills 
common to any salesperson, such as persuasion and negotiation. 
● Specific features: We want people who are committed, who come to work with 
enthusiasm and willingness. In turn, we are looking for people with some experience 
in football, so it is very important that they have extensive knowledge of the products 
we are going to sell, the company they are going to work for and, of course and very 
importantly, the sector in which the company operates, as well as possible competitors 
that exist and the wishes and needs of our customers. 
 
7.2. Recruitment process design 
Once the vacant positions to be covered have been designed, their tasks and responsibilities, 
besides the profiles that any salesperson should have in our company, we will proceed to carry 
out the necessary steps to incorporate the employees in our staff. 
 
Firstly, the recruitment process will have to be established, which will consist of carrying out 
an analysis of the candidates available for incorporation and selecting those best suited to the 
position. To do this we will take into account 3 stages: 
1. Preparation of the recruitment action: in this first stage, it is decided why it is 
necessary to fill the vacant positions to be covered, which are the tasks and 
responsibilities that the hired person will have to carry out and, in turn, which is the 
profile that is required for the position in the case of salespeople (explained before in 
the job design and profile). 
2. Recruitment action: in order to find the candidates that best fit your job, the company 
will open a job bank that can be viewed from the website itself or social networks 
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(Instagram, Facebook and Twitter). At the same time, it will also use other pages such 
as Infojobs or Linkedin. 
3. The third stage will consist of a welcome and reception process, in which the new 
employee will be welcomed and given the necessary information about the company. 
 
7.3. Selection process design 
Secondly, the selection process will consist of acquiring sufficient and essential information to 
try to find out which candidate will have the necessary characteristics to fill the job. To carry 
out this process we will have to take into account the following stages: 
❖ Pre-selection: this stage consists of selecting the candidates who meet the 
expectations and eliminating those who do not meet the requirements or needs for the 
position. To achieve this, the Executive Director will rely on the information provided 
by the candidates in their Application Letter or Curriculum Vitae. From there, the 
candidates will be divided into groups: suitable, unsuitable and doubtful. 
❖ Interview 1: Once the candidates have been selected, the first interview will be held, 
which will serve as the first contact. The Executive Director will ask a series of 
questions, for a maximum length of 15 minutes, in which the basic conditions and 
communication skills of the candidates will be assessed. This interview will also serve 
as an information and monitoring function. 
❖ Tests: after the first interview, a dynamic and voluntary interaction between the 
interviewer and the interviewees will take place. In order to carry out the tests, a small 
test will be carried out in the first instance with questions about sport and football, to 
find out their level of knowledge about the sector in which we operate. Finally, in 
second instance, the candidates will have to carry out a group dynamic together, in 
which a real case of sale will be established and the others will contribute with some 
suggestion or alternative. 
❖ Interview 2: Once the tests have been carried out, the second and final interview will 
take place, in which the Executive Director will go into greater depth on more specific 
topics related to the position, such as their knowledge of the company or the product. 
The interview will be conducted in a semi-structured manner. The role of the 
interviewer will be managerial for the questions that are easier to answer and on the 
contrary he will be non-managerial for the questions that have to be answered in a 
more spontaneous way. Finally, the interview will be individual. 
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7.4. Employee training 
Regarding employee training, this section will focus only on those who are responsible for 
sales in the physical store, that is, our two salespersons. 
 
So, with respect to the training plan for salespeople, it is divided into 3 distinct parts: 
1. Planning: firstly, there is a need to define and establish what the objectives of this 
training plan are going to be, such as improving the relationship with customers or 
improving the morale and motivation of our employees. 
2. Design and execution: secondly, with regard to the design and execution of our 
training plan, we are going to focus on 3 fundamental aspects: 
a. The first of these will focus on the types of training. Salespeople will receive 
initial training once they have been incorporated, refresher training, in the event 
that it is detected that salespeople do not follow the company's rules or policies, 
and continuous training that will allow them to be well informed at all times 
about the sector in which we operate. 
b. The second will focus on the content of the training, in which the salesperson 
must be constantly informed of the latest developments in the sector. 
c. In the third aspect we will focus on what the methods will be, where we will try 
to establish new techniques and methodologies. Each salesperson will be 
offered individual instruction and at the same time a series of objectives will be 
proposed. Finally, once a week, a group dynamic will take place in which both 
salespersons and the Commercial Director will participate. 
3. Evaluation: Thirdly, a comprehensive evaluation will be carried out through 3 levels: 
a. In the first level we find learning, to measure to what extent you have managed 
to deepen the skills previously taught. 
b. The second level of assessment will be behavioural, through surveys of you 
and your colleagues. 
c. The third level will allow us to measure the results of each salesperson, 
through bonuses and commissions and, in turn, the number of items sold. 
 
7.5. Employee remuneration 
The remuneration system that will be carried out in Futdream will vary according to the position 




➢ Executive/Commercial Director 
The basic salary that this person will receive is 1,800 € per month, receiving 14 payments at 
the end of the year, which corresponds to 25,200 € per year. 
 
Regarding the variable salary, if it achieves all the company's objectives, it will receive a bonus 
equivalent to 20% of its basic salary, which would translate into an additional 360 € ( that is, 
2,160 € per month), which would be an additional 4,320 € per year (that is, 29,520 € per year). 
At the same time, if the net benefits allow it and, so, they are positive, he would receive at the 
end of the year 5% of the total net benefit, that is, if the benefits at the end of the year are 




The basic salary of the person in charge of this position will be 1,400 € per month, which 
translated into 14 annual payments would be equivalent to about 19,600 € per year. 
 
With regard to the variable salary, unlike the salespeople, this person will not receive any kind 
of commission or bonus. 
 
➢ Salespeople 
The basic salary that each employee will receive will be 1,050 € per month, which translated 
into 14 payments per year, will mean 14,700 € per year. 
 
According to the sales you make, each salesperson will receive a commission of 2% of the 
total price, that is, if he manages to sell 100 products with an average of 75 € the product, he 
will get at the end of the month the amount of 150 € per month. At the same time, if they 
manage to sell more than 100 products per month, they will receive a monthly premium of 300 
€, which in total could mean a monthly salary of 1,500 €, that is, counting the two extra 
payments from the basic salary it would mean the figure of 20,100 € per year. 
 
8. ECONOMIC-FINANCIAL PLAN 
The financial plan is a tool that allows us to make an exhaustive analysis of what the economic 
and financial information will be that will allow us to know if our project is viable. In turn, it 
allows us to know what our investment costs are going to be, as well as it will help us to know 
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what our income and sales are going to be to see if we can achieve the necessary benefits so 
that the project can become profitable. 
 
Firstly, before starting to elaborate our financial plan in more depth, it is necessary to establish 
what the investment that the company is going to undertake is, with the aim of having enough 
quantity to be able to start our project. As can be seen in the following table (Table 5), the 
initial amount of the expenses that will be involved in starting up our business activity will be 
divided into fixed assets, which will account for about 17.5% of our initial investment (about 
10,523.30 €), and on the other hand, into initial stocks, which will occupy about 22.6% (about 
13,550 €), that is, all these expenses will amount to a total of 24,073.3 €. Hence, the initial 
cash flow or the available cash that the company will have after undertaking all these expenses 
will be 35,926.7 €. Futdream will be a limited company, owned by a single person who will 
automatically become an autonomous person. That is why the total initial investment of the 
company comes from its own resources, which will be a capital contribution by the partner of 
60,000 €. 
 




Secondly, it is essential to carry out an analysis that allows us to know the results of one of 
the most important parts of a company's annual accounts, the profit and loss account (Table 
6). This will allow us to know a summary of the income and expenses that are expected to be 
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generated during the accounting year, in this case, of the Futdream company during the 
course of the year 2020, which will help to make an estimate of what the result of the year will 
be. Given that the financing of Futdream comes entirely from the capital contribution, the 
company will not incur financial expenses, which is why making a forecast of sales and the 
various expenses that may be incurred during this period, the results for the first year will be 
positive, amounting to a total of 61,305.43 €. 
 
Table 6. Profit and Loss Account 2020 
Source: Self-made 
 
However, in the hope that the project will run its course and that economic activity will continue 
to grow exponentially over the accounting years, it is expected that by 2021 and 2022, sales 













Thirdly, liquidity in a company is essential, for this reason we must pay particular attention. It 
regulates all monetary operations of the business, for example collections and payments, as 
well as allows establishing a continuous control over the funds available to the company, 
therefore the analysis of this point is very useful to make a more realistic prediction about the 
future of the company. So, thanks to the exhaustive analysis carried out by Futdream, in the 
following table (Table 8) we can observe the collections and payments starting from an 
available one, with which we can anticipate the economic future of the company and, 
consequently, adopt the necessary measures to make the right decisions. Starting from the 
fact that the initial financing of our company begins with our own resources of 60,000 € and 
that our company is dedicated to the commercialization of football products, the collection of 
the sales will be made fully in cash and the payment for the purchases from our suppliers will 
be made after 30 days. Hence, as can be seen below, after analysing the various expenses, 
payments, as well as the various VAT settlements that the company will incur during all the 
months of 2020, we can say that Futdream will have sufficient and necessary liquidity to be 





Table 8. Treasury Plan 2020 
Source: Self-made 
 
So, the same occurs for the forecast for the years 2021 and 2022, as can be seen in the 
following table (Table 9), in which no additional capital contribution is expected but the 
exponential increase in sales collections, as well as in the salaries and wages of our 
employees and various additional expenses. This is why, after observing how each financial 
year will unfold, we can ensure that Futdream will have sufficient liquidity to meet all of its 

















Finally, we should highlight one of the fundamental pillars that determine the financial situation 
of a company. The following Balance Sheet (Table 10) will reflect the equity status of 
Futdream, which will allow us to know if we will have sufficient resources to invest and will 
help us to know how to invest them. Futdream has assets ranging from 60,000 to 439,000 € 
over the three periods analysed, always with a growing and positive trend. As we can see, the 
amount of financing from the company's shareholders is increasing every year, with the 
increase in the company's own resources standing out as being between 68% and 83% from 
2020 to 2022. Likewise, as reflected in the Balance Sheet, the company will not have long-
term debts but will have to meet them in the short term, although the value of these debts will 
decrease over the years, from 31.5% (55,727.59 €) in the year 2020 to 16.9% (74,176.93 €) 
in the year 2022. Hence, we can say that at the end of the periods analysed, liabilities will be 
mostly made up of permanent resources, which occupy 83.1%, while external resources will 









Throughout the execution of this project we have been able to collect, through the different 
sections, key ideas for the proper development of our business. Thanks to the establishment 
of the mission, vision, market definition and target audience, it is possible to clearly define 
what the company's activity will be, who we are and where we are going. 
 
On the other hand, thanks to the description of the 9 modules of the Canvas model we have 
been able to know what kind of business model will be established and how they will try to 
generate an added value. 
 
At the same time, the analysis of both the general and specific environment allows us to 
discover what barriers may arise from the beginning of the project. If we continue with the 
SWOT, we determine the threats and weaknesses besides the strengths and weaknesses 
that may arise in the sector, among which we can highlight the increase in retail sales despite 
inexperience in business management. 
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By establishing the Marketing plan as well as the Human Resources plan, the resources 
available to the company and the strategies established to achieve the business objectives 
are explained. 
 
Finally, the data analysed in the financial plan show that the capital investment of 60,000 € 
will be sufficient for the proper development of economic activity. Meanwhile, it is expected 
that positive profits will be obtained, which will increase over the years, demonstrating in this 
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